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GEOPHYSICS SHARING IS CARING

Kimberley Teale ACIfA (6144), Programme Manager - Digital, DigVentures

I love geophysics. I love the 

questions it can answer without 

destruction, and the pictures it can 

paint of landscapes. As professionals, 

we know that geophysical surveys 

add value to projects far beyond just 

ascertaining whether archaeological 

remains or gas pipes are present on 

site. If used as part of a multi

disciplinary approach, geophysical 

surveys can help answer the 

seemingly unanswerable.

Outside of the profession, there is a 

growing awareness of its potential and a 

desire to understand what geophysics 

does and how to interpret the data.

For years, geophysics has been utilised by 

amateur archaeology groups, by university 

students and research groups, and by 

commercial companies to satisfy planning 

conditions for construction. By bringing 

geophysics to the primarily community

based work of DigVentures, we have 

found that it is being utilised by a much 

wider audience than expected, for 

adjacent professions or to satisfy curiosity. 

We recently delivered two seminars 

covering ‘an introduction to geophysics’, 

where we explained the basics of 

geophysical survey and data interpretation 

and presented the audience with 

geophysical results to interpret. Some 435 

people signed up for the events, with 

reasons cited including ‘to learn about 

geophysics as I commission surveys for 

work’, ‘it’s closely related to my work’ and 

‘to understand the data’.

participants stating occupations of 

architects, county councillors, local 

government and HER officers.

Our seminar registrants expressed thanks 

at being taught skills previously assumed 

only for specialists. Many had never really 

understood the data, or understood that 

different techniques could achieve 

different results, especially when used 

together. Understanding that a one- 

method-fits-all approach isn’t the best 

approach was key. The overwhelmingly 

positive feedback we received from the 

participants suggests we have provided 

the foundations that will help heritage 

professionals make informed decisions 

about the need for geophysics, the most 

suitable applications, and the use of multi

disciplinary approaches.
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Screen shots from the online seminars covering ‘An introduction to geophysics’

Out of 269 registrants for the first event, 

33 classed themselves within the 

archaeology discipline either as students 

or as professionals. Other participants 

stated occupations including consultants, 

design managers in construction, 

engineers, historians and town planners. 

Out of 166 registrants for the second 

event, 11 classed themselves within the 

archaeology discipline, with other
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